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Middleware360 Partners With CloudBees
Partnership brings strength of technology along with continuous delivery & DevOps expertise to enterprise customers.

VANCOUVER, British Columbia – Middleware360 Solutions, experts in business automation, system
integration solutions, and custom application development, today announced a services partnership with
CloudBees, the Enterprise Jenkins Company and continuous delivery (CD) leader. Middleware360 Solutions
will provide implementation and training services to its clients who want to adopt continuous delivery practices
and are implementing the CloudBees Jenkins Platform as the foundation to do so.
“We are pleased to be working closely with CloudBees, as they support our goal to offer clients continuous
delivery solutions that are stable, scalable, flexible and fast,” said Derek Marley, CEO for Middleware360
Solutions. “The CloudBees Jenkins Platform enables enterprises to accelerate the software development
process through automation, giving them the ability to build and deploy software faster, while saving time and
money,” said Marley.
The CloudBees Jenkins Platform is the industries most proven, fully featured technology platform for
implementing continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD). It extends open source Jenkins with
key CloudBees-developed features and capabilities that meet the unique security, scalability and
manageability needs of enterprises.
“With Jenkins adoption accelerating, strategic partners like Middleware360 are essential to delivering the
enterprise-scale Jenkins solutions customers are seeking,” said Durga Sammeta, senior director of global
alliances and channels, CloudBees. “We are excited to partner with Middleware360 as they are uniquely
positioned in having the expertise necessary to guide customers through continuous delivery and DevOps
transformations, supported by the CloudBees Jenkins Platform.”
Offering end-to-end IT services, Middleware360 is helping clients streamline business processes, increase
business flexibility, and decrease system complexity. “We are seeing more organizations looking to invest in
continuous delivery as a way to seize opportunities quicker and stretch dollars further, and CloudBees helps
to automate and streamline this process. Using the Jenkins platform, we are now capable of innovating in light
speed bursts while remaining flexible to try different approaches to solve our client’s challenges. We look
forward to many years of collaboration with CloudBees,” said Marley.

About Middleware360 Solutions, Inc.
Middleware360 Solutions is a dynamic full service partner focused on business automation & integration solutions, custom
application development, and IT managed support that delivers accelerated results for cross-industry organizations.
Middleware360 offers flexible services encompassing solutions & architecture, project delivery, and application &
integration managed support. Based in Vancouver, British Columbia, we work with organizations across Canada to
achieve greater business efficiency. Learn more at www.middleware360.com/continuousdelivery
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